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Rats display empathic behavior independent of the
opportunity for social interaction
Stewart S. Cox1 and Carmela M. Reichel1

Empathy, the capacity for shared emotional valence with others, can allow for cooperativity and social bonding between
individuals. However, clinical studies indicate it is dysregulated in neuropsychiatric disorders like autism and addiction, making a
translationally relevant model of empathy extremely important. The evolutionary basis of the empathic behaviors observed across
numerous species can be described using the Perception Action Model (PAM), in which shared affect can promote an action that
eliminates the distress of both the “Target” and, by extension, the “Observer”. Increasing evidence suggests rodents will work to
reduce the distress of a conspecific, but current models of helping behavior are unable to completely parse apart whether the
reported behavior is driven by empathy or social reward. The current study demonstrates, using a novel behavioral model, rats
learn to aid a distressed conspecific in the absence of social reward, retain the task over time, and previous experience increases the
rate of task acquisition. Further, our model suggests that empathic behavior is subject to low effort as compared to a social reward.
We next validated the specificity of this model to study empathic processes, characterized the importance of both the Target’s level
of distress and the impact of the Observer’s familiarity with the Target on empathic behavior. Overall, we believe this model
adheres to the PAM of empathy by eliminating the influence of social interaction. Importantly, it can be used to directly evaluate
the neurocircuitry of empathy and explore the interplay between blunted empathic behavior and neuropsychiatric disorders.
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INTRODUCTION
Empathy can be defined as the capacity for shared emotional
valence, which generates shared affective states and therefore
drives behaviors most appropriate to the emotional condition of
others [1]. Overall, this ability is essential for cooperation towards
common goals and the formation of social bonds [2, 3]. Empathy is a
continuum of phenomena conceptualized as a Russian nesting doll
in which the formation of increasingly more evolved and complex
forms of empathy have progressively built upon, and are dependent
on, more conserved empathic behaviors (as described in [3]). At the
core of these empathic behaviors lies the perception action model
(PAM) [2, 3] in which an “Observer”must attend to another’s distress,
thereby generating a shared affective state. The Observer must
regulate their emotional responsivity to effectively perform a
behavior that will eliminate the distress of the “Target” and, by
extension, their own. The most phylogenetically conserved mani-
festations of empathic behavior, yawn contagion and motor
mimicry, are present in numerous animal species [3]. More
cognitively driven forms of empathy, such as targeted helping and
perspective-taking, were once thought to be seen exclusively in
humans and non-human primates. However, a growing body of
evidence suggests that many mammals, including rodents, express
these more complex empathic behaviors [4–6].
Early studies [7, 8], as well as more recent experiments

[1, 4–6, 9–11], have demonstrated that rats will actively work to
reduce the distress of a conspecific. For example, rats will release a
conspecific from restraint [10, 11] or a water-filled compartment
[9]. Helping behavior is potentiated when the level of distress of

the conspecific is elevated [11], and animals will forgo or delay
personal reward (e.g. chocolate) to aid the conspecific [9, 11].
However, in these aforementioned tasks, distressed rats were
released into the same environment as their rescuer, allowing for
direct social interaction. This methodological consideration
obscures whether release behavior was driven by empathic
processes or the reward of social contact [12, 13].
Empathy may be directly affected by, or contribute to, several

neuropsychiatric diseases, including autism spectrum disorder
(ASD) and substance use disorder (SUD). Many researchers agree
that empathy, broadly defined, is altered in those with ASD but the
cause and consequences are poorly understood (reviewed in
[14, 15]). Focusing on understanding and evaluating changes in
empathy could have both diagnostic and therapeutic implications
for ASD by establishing and maintaining a distinction between
social and emotional impairments [16]. Empathic behaviors are also
negatively impacted in SUD across several drugs of abuse [17–21]
and targeting empathic processes may be a treatment-modifiable
risk factor for maintaining drug-free abstinence. For example,
higher levels of empathy in patients participating in 12-step
recovery programs was positively correlated with enhanced
involvement in such programs and prolonged abstinence periods
[19]. These findings suggest restoration of empathic behaviors may
improve treatment outcomes and reduce the chance of relapse
[21, 22]. It is therefore imperative that a translational model for the
study of empathy is available in order to discern the relationship
between psychiatric disorders and empathic deficits as a potential
diagnostic and therapeutic tool for clinical populations.
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For these reasons, we have developed a novel rodent model for
the study of empathic behavior independent of social interaction. In
our task, a three-chamber apparatus was used in which a distressed
“Target” rat was placed in a pool of water. An “Observer” rat was
placed in a dry chamber with access to a chain that, when pulled,
opened an automatic guillotine door and released the target into a
separate dry chamber, thereby eliminating its distress (Fig. 1b). In
the current report, we show that rats learned to aid a distressed
conspecific in the absence of social reward, and previous
experience of the distressing event significantly potentiates the
rate rats learn the task. We denote tasks that include social contact
after being released as “social” and the task that prevents social
contact as “empathic”. We validated the specificity of this new
model to empathic processes and characterized the importance of
the presence of a distressed Target on the Observer’s chain pull
latency. We also demonstrated that the Observer’s level of
familiarity with the Target modulates helping behavior. This model
may be a valuable tool to directly evaluate empathic processes in
rodents and to understand the interplay between blunted empathic
behavior and psychiatric disorders.

METHODS
Animals
Male Sprague Dawley rats (n= 102, 51 pairs) weighing 250–275 g
were pair-housed on a 12-h reversed light cycle (lights on at 1800).
Animals were given food and water ad libitum until behavioral

testing, when they were then switched to a daily stable intake
(20 g) of rat chow (Harlan). Rats were given at least 5 days to
acclimate to their cage mate. Following acclimation, one rat was
randomly selected as the “Observer” and the other as the “Target”.
Rats were handled and weighed for 2 days, 5 min/day before the
behavioral assessment. All experimental procedures were con-
ducted in accordance with the “Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Rats” (Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources on Life
Sciences, National Research Council) and approved by the IACUC
of the Medical University of South Carolina. The distribution of rats
across experimental cohorts is detailed in Table 1.

Apparatus and behavioral testing
Evaluation of social and empathic behaviors were performed in
custom-made operant boxes by Med Associates (Fairfax, VT, USA;
see Fig. 1). The social and empathy tasks occurred in a two or
three-chamber apparatus, respectively. Both boxes (34.2 × 33.9 ×
30.5 cm) were located in a sound-attenuated room with the lights
off except for a single lamp used for the experimenter to view the
test. Targets were placed in 100 mm of water in the wet
compartment (19.5 × 34.2 cm two chamber and 19.5 × 19.5 cm
three chamber). Observers were placed on a dry platform (19.5 ×
34.2 cm, both boxes) with access to a chain that, when pulled,
opened an automatic guillotine door and allowed the Target to be
released into either the same dry compartment as the Observer
(two chamber, Fig. 1a) or to a dry compartment (17 × 19.5 cm)
separate from the Observer (three chamber, Fig. 1b). Additionally,

water chamber 

water chamber 

dry escape 
platform

dry chamber 

guillotine door

dry chamber

guillotine door

Fig. 1 a This illustration depicts the two-chamber apparatus that allowed for social contact. Observer rats placed in the dry chamber have access
to a chain that, when pulled, releases the target rat from the wet chamber onto the same side as the Observer through an automated guillotine
door. b An illustration of the three-chamber empathy apparatus created to better model empathic behavior via the elimination of social reward
as a confounding variable. Observer rats learn to pull a chain to release target rats from the water chamber into a separate dry chamber.

Table 1. Description of animal use throughout the manuscript.

Experiment/Cohort # of rats= 102
Observers/Targets

Behaviors

Acquisition Reversal Tests Group tested

2-chamber social 7/7= 14 ✓ Increased FR ✓ Increased FR None

2-chamber social 8/8= 16 ✓ Dry Chamber ✓ Dry Chamber None None

3-chamber empathy

Cohort 1 8/8= 16 ✓ ✓ Fake rat, empty chamber R-Observers

Cohort 2 8/8= 16 ✓ Dry Chamber ✓ Dry Chamber None None

Cohort 3 8/8= 16 ✓ Increased FR None Fake rat, empty chamber, extended
time course

Observers

Cohort 4 8/8= 16 ✓ ✓ Strangers R-Observers

Cohort 5 4/4= 8 ✓ Water pre-exposure None None None
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in the three-chamber apparatus, small holes (0.25 cm radius) were
drilled exclusively between the wet and the Observer’s dry
compartment that allowed for improved scent detection but were
small enough to prevent any physical contact between the two
rats. Importantly, no holes existed between the separated dry
chambers to prevent any opportunity for social interaction after
the chain pull.
In both tasks, rats were transported to the experiment room and

left undisturbed for 5 min. During the procedures, the Target was
placed in the water-filled chamber. The Observer was placed on
the dry platform chamber with access to a chain pull. In the social
task, the two compartments were separated by an automated
guillotine door that opened when the chain was pulled, allowing
the target rat to move into the same compartment as the
Observer. In the empathy task, a third compartment was
separated from the wet chamber by an automated guillotine
door. A chain pull opened the door allowing the Target access to a
separate dry compartment. Latency to chain pull was taken as an
index of helping behavior. Trials (16–20 total, labeled “Acquisi-
tion”) lasted a total of 300 s (5 min) regardless of the chain pull
latency to reduce the likelihood that removal from the apparatus
was a motivating factor for the behavior. If the Observer did not
pull the chain within the allotted time, the experimenter ended
the trial and released the Target. Following acquisition, the role of
each rat in a pair was subsequently reversed (“Reversal” phase)
such that a Target became the Observer (labeled “R-observer”)
and the Observer becomes the target rat (“R-target”). This reversal
phase was carried out for 5 days (10 trials). Two trials were
conducted daily during the rats’ dark cycle. In order to evaluate
the importance of the Targets’ level of distress for the Observer’s
chain pull behavior in both tasks, we conducted separate
experiments in which Targets were placed in the chamber without
any water (i.e. a dry chamber with no distressor present) and chain
pull latency was recorded. We also tested motivation to release
the target by increasing the response requirement to an FR5 and
then an FR10 schedule.

Characterization of empathic behavior in rats
We conducted a series of tests on the Observers and R-observers
to characterize the helping behavior. First, the specificity of the
empathic response was tested by replacing the live Target/R-
target with a ”fake” rat (white Styrofoam of approximately equal
length and width as a rat; three consecutive days) and an empty
pool of water (three consecutive days). We also evaluated the time
course of empathic responding by allowing rats to remain in their
home cage and reintroduced them to the empathy chamber 5, 10,
and 15 days after acquisition ended. We determined if helping
behavior was specific to the cage mate of R-observers by replacing
the R-target rat with an unfamiliar rat. Three “stranger” rats were
used twice in random order for a total of six trials. Latencies in
these experiments were compared to a baseline (BL) calculated by
the average of the final 3 days of the empathic responding.

Data analysis
Chain pull latency was the primary dependent variable and a daily
mean for each rat was calculated by averaging the two trials
performed each day. No animals were excluded from the analysis
in order to establish patterns of social and empathic responding.
One-way repeated measures (RM) analyses of variance (ANOVAs),
with day being the repeated measure, were performed to evaluate
the change of chain pull latency over time for Observers and R-
observers. BL latencies used for comparisons were calculated by
finding the mean latency from the equivalent number of final days
of the previous phase. One-way RM ANOVAs were then performed
to evaluate changes in latency from BL. In addition, two-way RM
ANOVAs were performed to directly compare Observers and R-
observers. All post hoc comparisons were conducted using a
Holm–Sidak’s correction for family wise error when appropriate,

with the alpha set at 0.05. All analyses were conducted with Prism
Software version 8.2. All data are expressed as the mean ± SEM.

RESULTS
Rats readily release a conspecific from a pool of water
Rats performed a helping task similar to one previously described
[9] (n= 7 pairs) in which release of the Target resulted in social
interaction. Observers’ (Fig. 2a) chain pull latency decreased
throughout the acquisition phase [F (7, 42)= 18.64, p < 0.0001],
with significantly shorter latencies on days 2–8 compared to day 1
(p < 0.05). R-observers (Fig. 2b) also had decreased latencies
[F (4, 24)= 36.6, p < 0.0001], with a significant reduction observed
on days 2–5 compared to day 1 (p < 0.0001). A direct comparison
of Observers and R-observers (Fig. 2c) over the first 5 days of the
acquisition and reversal phases revealed a significant group by
day interaction (F (4, 48)= 3.133, p < 0.023) in which Observers
had longer latencies than R-observers on days 2–4 (p < 0.01).
Consistent with Sato et al. [9], R-observers had significantly
decreased latencies to release a distressed conspecific compared
to Observers.

Rats will perform an operant task for social interaction
Target rats (n= 8 pairs) were placed in the “wet” compartment
without water (i.e. no distress was present). Latency decreased
over days [Fig. 2d, F (7, 49)= 10.14, p < 0.0001] such that days 4, 5,
7, and 8 were significantly less than day 1 (p < 0.05) demonstrating
acquisition of the social task in the absence of a distressed Target.
The R-observers’ latencies also decreased over days [Fig. 2e,
F (4, 28)= 11.47, p < 0.0001] with days 2–5 significantly lower than
day 1. In direct comparisons, Observers had higher latencies than
R-observers [group by day interaction, [F (4, 56)= 3.602, p <
0.0111] on days 2–4 (p < 0.0001, Fig. 2f). These data suggest
previous experience still plays a role in acquiring this social task in
spite of the conspecific’s lack of distress.

Rats readily engage in empathic behavior independent of social
interaction
Behavior was conducted in three different cohorts of rats to
provide replications of the task. Rats (n= 24 pairs) were placed in
the three-chamber apparatus and latency was recorded. Observer
rats (Fig. 3a) had decreased latencies over days [F (9, 207)= 14.33,
p < 0.0001], with days 4–10 significantly faster compared to day 1
(p < 0.05). When the conditions were reversed, R-observers’
(Fig. 3b) latencies also decreased over days [F (4, 60)= 6.976,
p= 0.0001], with days 2–5 being significantly lower than day 1
(p < 0.05). In a direct comparison, Observers had longer latencies
than R-observers across all 5 days [Fig. 3c; main effect of group
F (1,38)= 28.99, p < 0.0001], suggesting that previous experience
to a distressing situation modulates task learning in this empathic
model. In a separate cohort, target rats (n= 8 pairs) were placed in
a dry compartment rather than one filled with water, thereby
removing the distress of the Target. There were no differences in
latency across days in Observers (Fig. 3d) or R-Observers (Fig. 3e).
In the absence of a distressed conspecific and social interaction,
chain pull behavior was not readily acquired and prior experience
did not modulate acquisition of the task.

Empathic responding is subject to effort
We tested motivation to release a conspecific in both assays by
increasing the FR requirement to 5 and then 10 for three
consecutive days each. Social Observers (Fig. 4a) had faster
latencies under the FR1 (i.e. baseline) than under an
FR10 schedule but still executed the chain pull response under
higher ratio schedules [main effect FR, F (2, 18)= 4.96, p= 0.019].
In contrast, Empathy Observers took significantly longer to release
the Target under an FR5 and an FR10 schedule [Fig. 4b, (F (2, 21)=
25.27, p < 0.0001].
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Specificity of the chain pull response depends on the targets’
distress
To characterize the specificity of the release behavior to the
distress of the conspecific, the Target was replaced by a “fake” rat
or removed, leaving an empty pool of water. For both Observers
(n= 8, Fig. 5a) and R-observers (n= 8, Fig. 5b), latencies were
significantly increased in both conditions relative to BL [Observers:
(F (2, 14)= 6.27), p= 0.02 and Holm–Sidak’s p < 0.05; R-observers:
(F (2, 14)= 7.079), p= 0.0075, and Holm–Sidak’s p < 0.05]. These
data suggest that chain pull behavior in both Observer and R-
observers is dependent on the presence of a distressed
conspecific. We also determined that empathic behavior persisted
over time because Observers (n= 8) maintained release behavior
5, 10, and 15 days following the final day of acquisition, indicated
by a lack of change from BL (Fig. 5c). Additionally, we found that
release behavior was sensitive to familiarity with the conspecific.
Specifically, in a cohort of R-observers (n= 8 pairs), a familiar
conspecific was replaced with an unfamiliar rat in the wet
chamber over six trials and empathic responding was evaluated
(Fig. 5d). There was a significant change in latency between trials
[F (6, 42)= 8.581, p < 0.0001]. Specifically, the time to release the
“stranger” was significantly slowed during the first two trials (p <
0.0005), but subsequently returned to BL levels, indicating rats
were capable of learning to release an unfamiliar conspecific.
As a pilot study to discern if the differences in latency between

Observers and R-observers resulted from a drive to reduce the
distress of a conspecific or a result of experience with the
associative structure of the task, a cohort of Observers (n= 4 pairs)

were pre-exposed to the pool of water without being
rescued before beginning the empathy task. The time spent in
the pool each day was yoked to the BL acquisition curve depicted
in Fig. 3a to emulate the distressing condition experienced by a
cohort of Targets. Following 10 days (20 trials) of yoked pre-
exposure to the water, Observers performed 10 days (20 trials) of
the empathy task. An RM one-way ANOVA was significant across
days [F (9, 27)= 2.5, p= 0.03]; however, there were no differences
between days 1–10 on post hoc analysis (Fig. 5e).

DISCUSSION
Our three-chamber task conforms to the PAM of empathy and
may be a translational tool to understand empathy in neuropsy-
chiatric disorders. We have expanded current models by removing
social interaction as an underlying interpretation for the observed
behavior, and showed that rats will still learn to release a
distressed cage mate (Fig. 3a) and retain the task for an extended
time period (Fig. 5c). Further, previous experience with the same
distressing environment attenuates the time it takes for rats to
release a distressed conspecific (Fig. 3b). Taken together, we
believe that these data support and adhere to the PAM (described
in [3]) as a translational evaluation of empathy.
According to the PAM, the presence of a distressed animal

initially causes emotional transfer of that distress, thereby
promoting a shared affect. Observer rats must regulate their
own emotional state in order to respond appropriately to lower
the Target’s distress. The relief of the Target will then allow for
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Fig. 2 a–c Rats readily release a conspecific from a pool of water. Performance of seven pairs of male rats during the social two-chamber task.
a Latency for observer rats to chain pull to release a distressed partner decreased over 8 days. Significantly shorter latencies occurred on days
2–8. b R-observer rats showed a decrease in response latency by day 2 with significantly shorter latencies occurring on days 2–5. c When the
first 5 days of the acquisition and reversal phases were directly compared, R-observer rats performed the task significantly faster on days 2–4.
d–f Rats will perform and operant task for social interaction. Performance of eight pairs of male rats during the social two-chamber task with
the target placed in a dry compartment (i.e. no distress present). d Observer rats’ latencies to release a non-distressed target decreased over
the course of 8 days with significantly shorter latencies on days 4–5 and 7–8. e R-observer rats had a decrease in the latency to release the R-
target over 5 days with significantly shorter latencies on days 2–5. f When the first 5 days of the acquisition and reversal phases were directly
compared, R-observer rats performed the task significantly faster on days 2–4. *Significant difference from day 1 (p < 0.05). #Significant
difference from R-Observers (p < 0.05).
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another emotional transfer between animals, and therefore
reinforce the Observer’s actions. Prior exposure to the same
stressor more readily enables the R-observer to state match with
the R-target, perhaps by activating salient emotional memories
that drive empathic behavior. When the distressed Target or R-
target was either replaced or removed in the three-chamber task,
the chain pull latency of the Observers and R-observers
significantly increased (Fig. 5a, b). We can conclude that the rapid

release latency seen in both Observers and R-observers is
dependent on the presence of a distressed cage mate.
Social Observers did not maintain the chain pull response under

an FR10 but did continue under an FR5 when the outcome
involved direct contact with the conspecific (Fig. 4a). However,
Empathy Observers did not maintain responding past an FR1
(Fig. 4b). Combined, these findings suggest that social interaction
aids in maintaining this helping behavior. Along this notion,
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prosocial behaviors are sensitive to changes in motivation and
effort required to respond. Although there is a dearth of research
in rodents evaluating the motivational aspects of helping
behavior, a recent study gave rats the opportunity to release a
distressed conspecific or escape into a darkened cage to alleviate
their own distress. Rats learned to release their cage mate, but
they did so slower and less often compared to rats that did not
have the choice to escape [23]. Further, clinical studies found that
empathy in human subjects decreased when the effort to help
increased [24] and engaging in empathy was avoided because it
was considered more effortful compared to an alternative strategy

[25]. These studies suggest that empathic behaviors, especially
those requiring more than minimal effort, are significantly less
motivating when compared to a behavior that ultimately leads to
a personal reward like social interaction. Future studies could
directly evaluate the motivation to perform a social task compared
to an empathic task.
Familiarity between conspecifics has a role in helping behavior.

For example, rats will aid a distressed stranger only if it is a strain
with which the observer rat is familiar. Further, pair-housing rats
with a particular strain prompt them to aid strangers of that strain,
indicating prior social experience may drive helping behavior [11].
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baseline during the first two trials, but subsequently returned to levels not significantly different from BL. e A cohort of observer rats (n= 4)
were pre-exposed to the pool of water (yoked to time spent by Targets in Experiment 3) without being rescued prior to the start of acquisition
of the empathy task. There was a significant effect across days; however, there were no differences between days 1 and 10 on post hoc
analysis. *Significant difference from baseline (p < 0.05).
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Thus, we tested the importance of familiarity for R-observers to
perform the empathy task in the presence of rats with which they
were completely unfamiliar. Interestingly, chain pull latency in the
first two (of six) trials were significantly increased compared to BL
(Fig. 5d). This finding was not due to habitation to an individual rat
because three different stranger rats were used randomly over the
course of the six total trials. This response pattern indicates rats
quickly acclimated to the concept of aiding an unfamiliar
conspecific. Prosocial behaviors in humans are modulated by
the degree of affiliation, with in-group members preferentially
helped as compared to unaffiliated individuals [26–28]. However,
group affiliation can be overcome by changes in social experience
[29], even in rats [11]. The stranger rats used in our experiment
were of the same strain as the R-observers, corroborating the
conclusion that the motivation to perform helping behaviors in
rats is extended to strangers of familiar strains [11]. This evidence
may indicate that rats form groups based on social experience,
similar to humans [30]. As it pertains to the PAM, rats are less likely
to generate shared affect with an out-group animal, reducing the
motivation to act empathically. However, this can be more readily
overcome with an unfamiliar rat of a familiar strain. Future
experiments using this novel model will work to evaluate the
importance of group membership via cross-fostering rats of
different strains to determine if they demonstrate selectivity in
empathic behavior towards strangers of the strain with which they
are familiar.
It is likely that the behavior seen in our lab and other

researchers’ [9–11, 31] social helping model, in which rats will
aid a distressed conspecific (Fig. 2a), and previous experience with
the same distressing environment directly modulates helping
behavior (Fig. 2b), is driven in part by empathy. However, data
from our lab and elsewhere [12, 13] suggest that these models are
also driven by the opportunity for social reward. There is a wealth
of evidence that demonstrates rats find various forms of social
interaction, such as play fighting [32], maternal care of pups [33],
and sexual behavior [34] reinforcing. Further, animals readily
exhibit preference to social interaction in conditioned place
preference (CPP) paradigms [35–37], and they have also been
shown to value social reward above both natural rewards
(palatable foods) [38] and drugs of abuse [39–41]. Venniro et al.
[42] demonstrated volitional social reward reliably attenuated
both methamphetamine and heroin self-administration in rats in
an operant choice model. Like an operant model of social reward,
Targets in the two-chamber social task were released into the
same environment as the Observer. When the water was removed
as a distressor, there was a delay in the acquisition of the chain
pull (Fig. 2d) when compared to the task in which water is present
(Fig. 2a). We posit that this delay is because a driving force of the
behavior, reducing the distress of the cage mate, was removed.
However, social reward was still present and thus helped to
eventually promote a decrease in release latency. Moreover, it is
likely that R-observers more readily acquired the task in the
absence of a distressed cage mate (Fig. 2e) because they were still
able to associate the chain pull with social reward from being
given access to the dry chamber during the acquisition phase.
In contrast, when water was removed from the three-chamber

empathy task, meaning there was neither a distressed conspecific
nor the opportunity for social interaction, there was no change in
chain pull response across days, indicating that Observers/R-
observers did not systematically acquire a directed chain pull task
(Fig. 3d, e). The absence of a distressed conspecific, as described
by the PAM, prevents the motivating force of state matching in
order to drive the helping behavior. Moreover, there is no prior
affective experience that allows for enhanced state matching in
the absence of the distressing event, which, we suggest, is why
there is no difference over days in the chain pull responses in
Observer or R-observer rats when water was removed during the
empathy task.

In conclusion, we have expanded on the current literature to
develop a method to study empathic behavior in a translationally
relevant rodent paradigm based on Preston and de Waal’s PAM
[2, 3]. Rats display empathic behaviors indexed as a progressive
decrease in latency to release a distressed conspecific. Moreover,
prior experience with the event allows for enhanced state
matching and improved targeted helping. The observed
empathic behavior, although subject to low effort as previously
described [23–25], is specific to the presence of a distressed
conspecific, and rats will also learn to aid an unfamiliar animal.
Overall, we believe this model could be an excellent translational
tool to better understand the underlying neurobiology of
empathy as well as understanding how empathy is altered in
psychiatric disorders.
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